The American Scene (Illustrated)

CONSCIOUS that the impressions of the
very first hours have always the value of
their intensity, I shrink from wasting those
that attended my arrival, my return after
long years, even though they be out of
order with the others that were promptly to
follow and that I here gather in, as best I
may, under a single head. They referred
partly, these instant vibrations, to a past
recalled from very far back; fell into a train
of association that receded, for its
beginning, to the dimness of extreme
youth. Ones extremest youth had been full
of New York, and one was absurdly
finding it again, meeting it at every turn, in
sights, sounds, smells, even in the chaos of
confusion and change; a process under
which, verily, recognition became more
interesting and more amusing in proportion
as it became more difficult, like the
spelling-out of foreign sentences of which
one knows but half the words...
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